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February, the time of love is in the air and the thought of spring comes to mind. Imbolc                  

brings the return of the Goddess from the otherworld. In the northern hemisphere, spring              
arrives with the thaw and the first snowdrops that poke through the earth. Imbolc is the quietest                 
of festivals as we welcome the Maiden who is bearing the spring, reawakening the Earth. We                
use white for the festival to symbolize her virtue. The light is returning, we can stand, listening                 
and smelling the changes in nature. 

In the southern hemisphere, the beginning of the harvest season begins with the             
celebration of Lammas. It is a time of thanking the Earth for her bounty, the feast of the bread.                   
This is a solemn festival as we think of the sadness that comes with the knowledge that the                  
harvest is inevitable and the sun is slowly fading. We give thanks to the Earth for her bounty.                  
Just as we used white for the Maiden, we now use black for the Crone.  

Here in the United States, February also brings about a tradition started by President              
Carter in 1978, Black History Month. February gives a chance to pause and think about the true                 
meaning of freedom, the celebration of our civil rights and a chance to celebrate the history of                 
change. We celebrate the experiences of the people who forced America to be true to it’s creed                 
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and reaffirm the American dream. We highlight the accomplishments of Black Americans and             
show that these stories are what makes our culture so great as it is universal history. It gives us                   
a chance to recognize American contributions and correct a national historical narrative that was              
little more than racist propaganda. The idea of Black History Month has spread globally,              
Canada now celebrates in the month of February, while in Ireland, the Netherlands and the               
United Kingdom it is observed in October.  Go look into the history of this great month! 

 

LORD DON’S CORNER 
By M. Rev. Donald Lewis-Highcorrell 

Greetings all, 

 
February has come and with it the sacred feast of          
Imbolc/Candlemas in the Northern Hemisphere and      
Lughnassadh/Lammas in the Southern Hemisphere, and with them        
the forty-second anniversary of my imperium as First Priest of the           
Correllian Tradition.  
 
Candlemas is the feast of Light when we entreat the light to return             

and the days to wax longer. Lammas is the First Harvest when we give thanks for the bounty of                   
the Earth and entreat the harvest to be heavy with abundance. Both deal with growth in their                 
way, and as you will recall from earlier statements I have made, I feel that this is very much a                    
time for growth. 
 
In these last few years, and the last year especially, we have dealt with heavy Shadow Work for                  
ourselves and our planet. We have worked to confront old prejudices, belief systems and              
behaviors, to address and release old traumas -and of course this process is not over but remains                 
ongoing.  
 
During this time the Ancestors have repeatedly said through Lustration Oracles as well as              
private Oracles that the time has come to use the skills we possess to shape the coming of the                   
Age: that we have done much toward this over the years, but that now more than ever our work                   
is needed to create the world we want to see. 
 
We have used those skills for Shadow Work and Releasing. Now we must use those skills for                 
creation of new forms. 
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This month a powerful Astrological Stellium will create a perfect storm of Astrological             
influences which we must work with. The Sun, Mercury, Venus, Jupiter, and Saturn will form a                
Stellium in Aquarius, the sign of the New Age. In addition, the Asteroid Pallas will be part of                  
the Stellium, making it a six-planet and seven-body Stellium altogether. 
 
This Stellium echoes a previous seven-planet Stellium that coincided with the New Moon in              
Aquarius in 1962 and ushered in the transformational energies of the 60s, which should give               
some idea of its power. 
 
The night of February 11/12 will mark our monthly Crystal Web ritual as well as the New                 
Moon and the dawn of the Chinese Year of the Metal Ox, 4,719. Although this is a long-lasting                  
Stellium, I ask you to join us in focusing our energy as a Tradition to work with the Stellium on                    
this night. 
 
On February 11 at 7:30 will be our monthly Crystal Web ceremony. While the Web is open and                  
already focused on energies of Peace, Hope, Love, and Prosperity, let us further work toward               
harnessing the energies of the Stellium toward shaping the New Age. I ask you on that night to                  
join us in sending energy into the global Crystal Web using this ceremony to focus our efforts. 
 
If you cannot join us at the exact time of the ceremony, that is alright -try to send your energy                    
into the Web sometime that night. Although we would like to focus as much energy at once as                  
possible, it is perfectly alright if some of the energy is sent later, the Web can always receive                  
energy. In fact, there will be a video of the ceremony as there normally is and you can join the                    
ceremony any time by using that video to focus, even well after the fact. 
 
Let us join our strength together to work for a future in which there is freedom and justice for                   
all people, education and prosperity, and healing for the Earth ad all Her creatures. 
 
Thank you and may you Blessed BE 
 

M. Rev. Donald Lewis-Highcorrell 

First Priest and Chancellor, Correllian Tradition 

Vox Cerrianus, Apu Tanglaw Liwanag, Member 

Triad Union 
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LADY STEPHANIE’S CORNER 
By M Rev Stephanie Leon Neal 
 

Self-Discovery 

Part Three 

Owl Sight 

We live what we think we see. Although we think we see the world              

clearly, some of us see through a veil, or many veils. We think we know what reality is for                   

ourselves and even for others, conversely some do not, some veils have been lovingly placed on                

us by our parents, by our teachers, our friends, our culture, but most are by our own hand. This                   

does not make anyone “bad, good or less than,” only a Soul trying to figure things out.” We                  

think we have keen insight on other people’s lives, interpreted not as they really are but seen                 

through veils on our own head.  

We can change this by focusing on dissolving our shadows while other individuals focus              

on dissolving their own shadows, bringing everyone back into harmony, where all are             

supporting and strengthening one another, as we deal with our own shadows we are rewarded.               

As we explore our shadows, our gifts become more prominent, automatically rising up to              

replace every shadow that is dissolved or diminished. Situations change around us, because we              

change. As we change, we may find it easier to not give the physical realm our complete                 

attention, replacing it with Spirit, but remembering never to lose focus on the physical realm               

completely, for it is important to have one foot in both worlds. 

Exploration beyond the physical ushers all of us to a place where we become aware that                

our focused thoughts become and is our reality, where we realize that all realities are mutable.                

All physical realities are a veil.  

To enter the portal of cosmic omnipresence is to look beyond our physicality, beyond our               

mentality, to run toward the limits of reality and find none thus boundaries are eliminated,               

seeing and feeling the strength of unencumbered focus.  
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We are all here learning and experiencing different lessons in different ways that we              

pre-chose before we popped into this reality plane. We chose to be here at this time and to                  

hopefully experience life to its fullest and work on solutions for the future. Now a few people                 

go out of their way to do the opposite, to keep from fully living, which is their divine choice, it                    

is their business; there is no right or wrong in that.  

Due to our choices, we all perceive our        

world as reality and, truthfully, it is not        

reality in its fullness; it is only a small part          

of the entire picture and yet the entire        

universe resides inside if we realize it or not;         

whereby some unfocused minds cannot     

completely perceive all of what is right here,        

right now, yet, our Divine Mind that is        

connected to all realities is seeing      

everything. 

Open minded folks excel at this concept. These are individuals who are willing to step               

out of their comfort zone, their physical minds to see their Divine mind through meditation,               

deep lucid dreaming, astral journeying and / or living life willfully with purpose. It is               

imperative to understand that everyone works on different life lessons, using different methods.             

No two individuals have the same reality or the same awareness of consciousness; however, we               

are all able to clearly see and explore our Divine connection through our higher-selves, not               

through anyone apart from us.  

So ask yourself, “What restrictions are you placing on yourself? What part of your life               

are you overcomplicating? Whom are you blaming? Of what are you afraid? Are you allowing               

your past or fears to make your decisions for you?” There is not one excuse we can use that can                    

stop us, even if the excuse is, “I have nothing.” That is still not a valid reason not to move                    

forward and to achieve living a beautiful life on your terms.  This is your life.  
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You have everything you need inside you to live a fulfilling life. It frightens some people                

to think that we are directly connected to everything, thus it scares some to take on                

accountability and find answers for ourselves. Because we are physically oriented, time- and             

space bound, all these boundaries become our veils also, making us forget what we have learned                

in past lives, causing apathy in our current lives! Thus fear and apathy become security               

blankets that we hold on to for dear life. 

All of us know deep inside within our magnificent Souls that we are working on a much                 

larger plan than any human behavior modality has ever fathomed. We are getting glimpses of               

how immense we are. All our varied aspects of our development are, in fact, Divinity’s               

development through us, because we were always a part of Deity from the very beginning. It is                 

an impossibility to be apart from Deity. We are Her hands, we are Her eyes, we are Her clear                   

voice, we are Her movements. She explores Herself through us. She unfolds her universe              

through us. She sees Herself through us. She expands through us as we expand through Her.                

You are a Queen because She is.  You are a King because He is. 

The Tibetan Buddhist teacher Longchenpa once said, “Since everything is but an apparition,             

perfect in being what it is, having nothing to do with good or bad, acceptance or rejection, one                  

may well burst out in laughter.” 

In closing, replace or diminish each shadow with the awareness and application of your              

radiant attributes which are many. Look, you are a bold Witch living life big with no excuses.                 

You have the strength and brilliance of the most distant stars.  

Eagles have the keenest eyesight until night falls where owls’ sight reigns supreme easily              

replacing the eagles’ sight. Owls see perfectly clear through the dark and humans are able to                

see stars that live lightyears from earth at night. There is much light and sight to be discovered                  

in the dark. 
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Brightest Blessings, 

Rev. Stephanie Leon Neal 

Correllian.com  
StephanieLeonNeal.com 
 

FIRST ELDER'S NEWS 
By Rt. Rev. Alyssa Maxon Kemp 

Greetings, Tradition Family! 

The Correllian Nativist Church is currently conducting a tradition-wide         
census of our chartered bodies. If you have a temple, shrine, or any other              
charter, please be on the lookout for an email from the census team.             
Instructions on what we need updated and how you can update anything            
you wish to at this time, along with questions to be filled out and returned               
will be included. Emails will be completely sent out by Feb 1st. We             
would greatly appreciate a timely response as we are updating the info as             
it comes in. ALL responses will be due NO LATER than April 1st. If you               

have any questions, please contact the census team at CNTCensus@gmail.com.  

 
 
 

FIRST DIRECTOR’S NEWS    
By Rt. Rev. Ser Jason Highcorrell 

February 1 is Imbolc or Brigid day to celebrate the coming of the 
light and coming of spring. The simple way to celebrate this holiday 
is to light a few candles around your house or if you can't burn 
candles,electric tea lights work just as well. I want you all to think on 
this holiday, not just the coming of spring. Remember, we all have the 
spark of the divine in us.  We all shine bright and to show love and 
compassion, even to the people you feel don't deserve it.  
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I also would like to give a shout out to Rev.Ser Ed Hubbard and his team on taking on this 
pagan world project. This project will help us all in the pagan world to connect. I would like 
you all to support this project any way you can. Https://Pagan.world get more information on 
this project.  

 

THE MEN’S GREEN TENT - THE HUMAN CONDITION 
By Rev. Ser Chad Blackman 

A most blessed New Year's brother. Although the witch's New Year began a             
while ago, normal society recognizes Jan 1 as their new year. I do hope that               
each of you enjoyed the Yule season. In our January circle we discussed the              
human condition and how it pertains to our daily lives. We each know that              
things in our human life can shape us as a person. It is the aspect of how it                  
shapes each of us that concerns me. Are we using these situations to             
positively influence our lives or are we going with the “crowd” and their             

consensus? These are questions we need to ask ourselves. Are we going with the lower self or                 
reaching to our higher self to get answers? How can we continue to stay connected to the Divine                  
in such a chaotic world? Each of us needs the answers to these questions and more. I want to                   
encourage each of you to invoke your higher self, meditate and ask the Divine to help you in                  
daily life. Do that energy work and make it a daily practice for yourself. Until next time, blessed                  
be!! 

 

THE WOMEN’S RED TENT 
By Rev. Pamela Griffith, HP 

February is the month of love so let’s love the awareness this            
month. 

February rules the heart both in love and in the actual organ. It’s             
heart awareness month. Women are called the heart of the home,           

so let’s learn a few things we women need to know about our heart. 

The signs of a heart attack for women:  

1. Chest pain- like in most men 

2. Nausea- this is more likely in women 

3. Anxiety- like the room is closing in on you 
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4. Stomach Pain- you might think it is just indigestion 

5. Pain in arms, leg and jaw-women experience the later two much more than men 

6. Shortness of breath-you try to take a deep breath but are unable 

7. Cold Sweats- this can be a symptom of many different types of illnesses 

8. LightHeadedness- dizzy or vertigo type symptoms 

9. Extreme Fatigue- this also can be another symptom of many other illnesses. 

10.     Heart Palpitations 

These can be signs of other illnesses but if you feel that you are experiencing these symptoms                 
please seek medical attention. The American Heart Association has more information listed on             
their website. Just remember our symptoms are different from men and as women we tend to                
push aside our illness symptoms to focus on others. If your heart fails, the heart of the home                  
fails. So let’s keep both of those ‘hearts’ running at their best. 

February 7 is National Wear Red Day for heart health awareness. What better time to look                
fabulous in that awesome little red number? 

So as the heart of the home, start taking care of you and your heart. Get checked up, lose those                    
few pounds, start exercising a little more and take care of you with a little self-love. 

 

 

THE RAINBOW TENT 
 Rev. Silas Mimir HP ~ 
 
Welcome back to this month’s Rainbow Tent announcement. We will have           
our first Rainbow Tent Zoom meeting this month on Friday February 20th at             
7pm. Don’t forget to join the Rainbow Tent Facebook group for the link and              
the introductory topic! 
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KRYSTEL CAVALIERS - IMBOLC 
By: Rev. Ser Mylinda Whiteley   

Imbolc is the festival of fire and light. Imbolc celebrates the halfway point             
between the winter solstice (Yule) and the spring equinox (Ostara) on           
February 1st- February 2nd. It is also the lambing season when lambs begin to              
be born and rumblings of spring are in the works. There are various rituals              
and crafts that you can do to celebrate Imbolc. Traditionally, one would take             
this time to also honor the Celtic Goddess Brigid, the Goddess of fire and              

poetry, among other gods and goddesses. 

While you should teach your children tradition and a formal way of doing things, some children                
may not be interested in sitting around for big, formal rituals. Make it fun for them. Have fun                  
together so that they may continue some of those same fun traditions with their families and                
children. Children generally like being involved and getting their hands “dirty” and creating             
things. These are the things that create memories. 

There are, of course, the more traditional crafts such as making a Brigid’s Cross and a Brigid                 
Straw or Corn Doll. However, there are many other crafts you can do as well. You can make                  
spring crowns that include candles or plastic LED candles. You can also honor an old Scottish                
custom and make a charm of protection with branches from a Rowan tree, or Oak. You can use                  
the colors red and white for protection and purification in the style of a God’s Eye weaving.                 
You can also use orange and red to represent fire. Whatever calls to you and fits the intention.                  
With Imbolc being a festival of fire and lights, a lot of the rituals and crafts include candles. A                   
great way to include younger children is to get glass pillar candles and let them decorate with                 
acrylic paints, markers, glitter, etc. to include symbols representing hearth, family and home.             
Another simple craft to include children would be to make a divination board and pendulum               
since pendulum divination includes yes or no questions. This can be used to “predict” the               
seasons and questions for the year to come. This is a great way to start teaching divination to                  
young ones. You can buy a pendulum or even better, craft one with your child. You can use a                   
string or chain and attach it to a heavy object such as a seashell with a point, a stone of their                     
own or a ring. 

These are just a few ways to involve children in ritual and teachings about imbolc. Recipes and                 
crafts are a great teaching tool. Utilize them to keep children engaged. When it’s fun, they                
typically want to learn more and they retain the information as well. Blessed Imbolc to you and                 
your family!  

https://www.patheos.com/blogs/paganfamilies/2015/01/5-ideas-for-kids-imbolc-fun/ 

https://www.learnreligions.com/celebrating-imbolc-with-kids-4118557 
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 WITCH SCHOOL HAPPENINGS 

By Rev. Ser Lori Blackman, Press Secretary, AD of WSI  
 

The Witch School Team 

Main Witch School Site - www.witchschool.com  

Witch School the Official Page on Facebook -        
https://www.facebook.com/TheWitchSchool  

Witch School International Facebook Group -      

https://www.facebook.com/groups/witchschool/  

SO YOU WANNA BE A WITCH!  

At Witch School, you will find a variety of courses to take on many different               
Magical and Metaphysical subjects including, all the Degree Courses to become           
Clergy of the Correllian Nativist Tradition of Wicca. Witch School offers Free            
Basic Membership and Supporting Membership options.  

So come fly on by and take a look at what Witch School has to offer. 

www.witchschool.com 

 

TRADITION NEWS   
 
Spring Lustration 2021 is on it’s way, Beltane weekend. We invite you to watch for more                
information, coming soon! 
 

INITIATIONS 
We are pleased to announce the following initiations of degree          
students! Congratulations to you all, your hard work has paid off!! If            
you or someone you know is about to move up in the Priesthood, send              
us the name and degree and we will gladly announce it.           
correlliantimes@gmail.com.  
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Correllian First Degree Department 

 
On behalf of the Correllian Times Staff, We want to congratulate 
our very own REV. MYLINDA WHITELEY on her initiation into 
the First Degree!! WE'RE SO PROUD OF YOU! 💜 
 
 

 
 

CORRELLIAN TRIVIA 
 
This month’s trivia question: 
 
Who was the first Correllian Cleric to be trained under the new system and              
the last Correllian initiated in the old century? 
 
Find out the answer in next month’s edition! 

 
Last month’s trivia question: 
 
What are the three types of shrines in the Correllian Tradition? 
 
Answer: The Correllian Tradition has Witan Shrines, Formal Shrines and Personal Shrines.            
Witan Shrines are the first level of the Temple-making Process, created by Charter of the               
Tradition and may progress to Full Temple status over the course of several years or remain at                 
Witan Shrine status indefinitely. Formal Shrines are dedicated to specific activities of a limited              
nature and may exist as an aspect of a larger group, or may stand alone in their own right.                   
Personal Shrines are an aspect of an individual Correllian member’s personal piety and are not               
bodies of the Tradition; they exist wholly at the discretion of the member and the Tradition does                 
acknowledge them upon request. 
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TAROT AND ASTROLOGY 
Por Rev. Silas Mimir HP ~ 

Hello everyone! Welcome back    
to another edition. This month,     
I’ve decided that we will feature      
two short tarot spreads. Since it      
is February and the month of      
love, both spreads will have to do       
with love and relationships. The     
first spread is a short three card       
spread called the “Easy    
Relationship Spread.” It comes    
from mywanderingfool.com.  
This is just a short spread to       
“check-up” on your relationship.    

The first card addresses your feelings. The second card addresses your partner’s feelings, and              
the final card illustrates how those affect the relationship. 

The second short spread that we will discuss today will be for those that are not in a                  
relationship that desire to be. This one, found on pinterest, is from tarotsingapore.online. This              
spread can help identify if you are ready for a relationship, and is called “How not to be single                   
AF.” The three cards are as follows: What’s working for you? What’s working against you?               
What do you need to work on? If you work on these three areas, it can help you identify if you                     
have any preconceived blocks against finding love. Of course I would definitely recommend             
that you take the proper steps to make sure you love yourself too! 
 

Welcome to February’s Astrology! We start      
off the month with Venus entering Aquarius.       
During this time, we move towards      
unconventionality, independence, and freedom    
as themes in our social relationships. On       
February 11th, our New Moon will be in        
Aquarius. This is particularly good for making       
progressive changes in our lives. We can solve        
problems and remember to think outside of the        
box! Also, at this time Mercury, Venus, Jupiter        
and Saturn are also in Aquarius. This is very         
good for progressiveness but be careful not to        
be too impulsive. On February 18th, the Sun        
enters Pisces. This is a good time for dreaming,         
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but we are less motivated to do it. Be careful to not get stuck! On February 20th we complete                   
our first Mercury retrograde of the year, and hopefully survived! Five days later, Venus moves               
into Pisces. What does this mean for the Goddess of Love? Our love is all embracing. We                 
forgive and understand. We seduce and are seduced. We show compassion to our partners.              
Venus in Pisces also is tender and affectionate. Our full moon this month on the 27th of                 
February is in Virgo. Ironically in this full moon, we are urged to find balance in every aspect                  
of our lives, from the day-to-day functions to physical and spiritual health. Thanks for joining               
me this month! Until next time, may you blessed be! (brought to you by              
www.cafeastrology.com) 

 

CRONE’S CORNER  
By Rev. Pamela Maxwell Griffith HP 

Ahhh February containing not one but 3 holidays. We celebrate Imbolc, a            
holiday marking the beginning of spring. Imbolc meaning in the womb           
referring to the belief that it is when the sheep are pregnant. Then Lupercalia              
is a rather risqué holiday of roman origins. A feast of rather different             
backgrounds but containing elements of running, naked bodies, blood         
sacrifice and whipping, intriguing to say the least. 

But this Crone is going to settle on Valentine’s Day. A day of the heart, love and that special                   
someone. 

But truth is it can be quite a bit of a downer if you are alone. Why do we feel it is a bad thing to                          
be alone? We just left 2 holidays for friends and family but now it is love, a holiday where you                    
need to be with someone…or do you??? 

This thing called love…hmmmm. Let’s see what we are really saying?? You need to have               
another to celebrate, really?! Well let’s look a little deeper than that. 

First, love begins at home. Yes, in you as in self-love, Taking care of number one. Self-love is                  
the most fought over and misunderstood of all the loves. 

Being alone on any holiday or at any time can be either a dark, depressing emotion or one of                   
I’m ok and I can be ok alone. And who better to treat you and you! 

Ok now let’s get out of this funk cause you have only you to celebrate with or do you? How                    
about a fun time out on the town with a group of friends! Can’t do too much since we are in                     
COVID-19 mode but still a nice dinner or drinks with friends is a great way to celebrate the                  
love you have for you and your friends. 

Or a quiet dinner party in your home. Most restaurants are now delivering so you can get your                  
favorite food delivered and share it with a nice gather of a few friends. 
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So, you are so alone you don’t have friends? Ok think about that for a moment. You should be                   
your own best friend so hey celebrate it! Take you out for a pampering session or order that                  
favorite food, pop that bottle you’ve been saving and yes enjoy it yourself. Zoom with those                
friends with whom you cannot physically be with. Laugh out loud and celebrate your life and                
those of your friends. 

Self-love is a flower that needs to be watered and cared for. So, care for you, celebrate you and                   
most of all love you. As a witch part of our training is to look and accept our ‘dark side’ to                     
accept who we are and what we are but many times there are some who have forgotten about                  
self-love. 

Learn to love you, care for you, treat you like you would treat your best friend because you                  
should be. You are a witch yes let that sink in. You are part of a bigger group; you are loved and                      
respected. If others can love you why can’t you love you?  

Self-love is not just a saying or a catch phrase, it is part of your path. Take that big step and try                      
a little tenderness with …wait for it…yes..YOU!  

 
MUSIC: INSTRUMENT SPOTLIGHT - THE BOLON 

By Rev. Ser Eboni Nash 
 
One of the oldest instruments of the West African harp family,           
the Bolon is the ancestor of the more familiar Kora. Common in            
Mali and Guinea to the early      
hunters and warrior kings of     
Mandé, the bolon was a     
musical tool traditionally used    
in times of battle or hunting      

ceremonies to rally and unite the men before setting out on           
their respective journeys. When warriors returned from war        
triumphant, the bolon signaled both their victory and        
declaration of their allegiance to those in charge.  

  
Much like the Kora, it is played sitting between the legs with            
the strings facing inward. There are three or four strings          
stretched between the bridge and the bowed neck of the          
instrument, creating a sound akin to the modern double bass.          
Each bolon is handmade, therefore creating an equally unique         
tone for each one.  
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In some of today's modern African stringed ensembles, the bolon can still be found,              
accompanying theatre, dance, or other artistic events. Below are a few links to visit for more                
information and to listen to the bolon: 
 

● The Bolon: Warrior Instructions of Mandé  
https://youtu.be/Br8P6zvmG1Q 
 

● Mohammed Aliou-Ba plays balofon with Alseny on bolon 
https://youtu.be/QWECAuUPriw 
 

● https://i4africa.org/musical-traditions-in-mali-the-instrument-of-the-warrior-kings-of-man
de/ 
 

● https://www.gambia.co.uk/blog/the-bolon-a-rarely-seen-member-of-the-harp-family 
 

KITCHEN WITCHERY:   APHRODITE COOKIES 
 

Makes approximately six dozen cookies. 
Ingredients: 

● 6 tsp loose rose leaf tea, finely ground (add crushed cardamom if desired) 
● 1 cup light brown sugar 
● 1 ½ cup unsalted butter 
● 3 tsp vanilla 
● ½ tsp salt 
● 3 cups flour 

Icing: 
● Rosewater 
● Confectioner’s sugar 
● Red food coloring 
● Rose petals 

Instructions: 
Use a mixer to beat together tea, sugar and butter until fluffy and light in color.                

Mix in vanilla and salt. Fold in flour gradually and continue mixing until a well mixed dough is                  
formed. Roll dough into a log and chill. After chilling, slice into ⅜ inch thick cookies and bake                  
at 350 for 8 minutes or until edges are golden. Mix the icing and spread thinly using a brush.                   
Top with rose petals and let glaze dry. 
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THE APOTHECARY 
By Rev. Pamela Maxwell Griffith, HP 

Rosemary 

Anyone with a Mediterranean background knows this fragrant        
herb as it simmers in your favorite recipe. The fragrant scent of            
this herb can warm the heart and stir the appetite. It is from the              
same family as basil, oregano, and Thyme. 

Magical Uses 

This awesome herb is a substitute for almost any herb for any            
spell!! It has the power to attract elves into your garden. Grow it             
by your front door to keep thieves away, to bless your home just             
dip a bundle into Moon Water and sprinkle it around your house. 

Medical Benefits 

This awesome little herb is rich in calcium, iron, and Vitamin B6. It is also used as an immune                   
booster, muscle relaxant and circulatory enhancer. 

Not a bad herb for Kitchen, witch’s cabinet, or medicine cabinet! 

 Angelica 

This bitter herb whose name means Angel has a variety of uses. It is grown in Europe native to                   
temperate and subarctic regions. With its unique flavor        
it is used to decorate desserts after it has been candied.           
It is also used in flavoring sweet wines and flavored          
liqueurs. Yum! 

Magical Uses 

This is one herb to keep for protection against negative          
energy. It is also used for purification and against         
hexes. 

Medicinal Uses 

This herb is used mostly for the relief of stomach issues           
and cramping similar to cramp bark. 
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ARTS & CRAFTS - RUNE SCARF CROCHET ALONG 
By Rev. Wolfstar  

 
Materials needed: 
Hook size: H or 5mm 
Yarn in 2 colors of your choice  
Scissors 
Tapestry needle 
 
 
Row 1: Make starting chain of 27, sc in 2nd ch from            
hook, continue to the end, ch1 and turn your work          
(26 SC) 
 
Row 2: sc 11 times in main color, change to second           
color sc 4 in this color, change back to main color           

and sc to end of row. Ch1 and turn your work 
 
Row 3 - Row 16: repeat R3 instructions. 
 
Row 17: sc 10 in main color, sc 6 in second color, sc 10 in main color, ch 1 and turn 
 
Row 18: sc 9 in main color, sc 8 in second color, sc 9 in main color, ch 1 and turn 
 
Row 19: sc 8 in main color, sc 10 in second color, sc 8  in main color, ch 1 and turn 
 
Row 20: sc 7 in main color, sc 12 in second color, sc 7 in main color, ch 1 and turn 
 
Row 21: sc 6 in main color, sc 14 in second color, sc 6 in main color, ch 1 and turn 
 
Row 22: Sc 6 in main color, sc 14 in second color, sc 6 in main color, ch 1 and turn 
 
Row 23; SC 5 in main color, sc 4 in second color, sc 2 in main color, sc 4 in second color, sc 2                        
in main color, sc 4 in second color, sc 5 in main color, ch 1 turn 
 
Row 24: sc 5 in main color, sc 4 in second color, sc 2 in main color, sc 4 in second color, sc 2 in                         
main color, sc 4 in second color, sc 5 in main color, ch 1 turn 
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Row 25: sc 5 in main color, sc 4 in second           
color, sc 2 in main color, sc 4 in second color, sc            
2 in main color, sc 4 in second color, sc 5 in            
main color, ch 1 turn 
 
Row 26: sc 5 in main color, sc 4 in second           
color, sc 2 in main color, sc 4 in second color, sc            
2 in main color, sc 4 in second color, sc 5 in            
main color, ch 1 turn 
 
Row 27: sc 5 in main color, sc 4 in second           
color, sc 2 in main color, sc 4 in second color, sc            
2 in main color, sc 4 in second color, sc 5 in            
main color, ch 1 turn 
 
Row 28 - Row 31: sc across in main color, fasten off after completing row 31 
 
** you could also continue for 150 more rows to make it into a scarf** 
 
Happy crafting!!!!  
 

BEAUTY - NEW YEAR WITH NEW GROWTH 
By Rev. Corri Boyett King 

We begin 2021 with a cascade from the events of the previous year.             
Many people have worked and conjured for health during the coronavirus           
pandemic. Most of us as a society have restructured our beauty standards            
as the “work from home” and “stay at home” orders have been placed.  
I believe that wearing a great deal of foundation, powder, eye makeup,            
and colors have taken a back seat to our agendas. Skin and hair care              
products have become more of a priority. As a whole, we are wearing             
masks to prevent the spread of Covid-19 and to keep ourselves protected.            
In many cases, our desire to wear lip products beyond a basic            

moisturizing balm have slightly diminished. Therefore, I am dedicating this month’s topic to             
hair care and tips for healthy hair maintenance and growth.  

Many of us make New Year’s resolutions and often we really tune in to a couple that                 
motivate us toward attaining a goal. We may have an audacious goal, but nonetheless the idea                
is a goal that drives us to be a better version of ourselves. Hairstyles are often a key to how we                     
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identify ourselves. Many wish to grow their hair longer, and finding a stylist who will help                
encourage hair growth can be a rare find. And then again, some prefer to keep their hair short.                  
Throughout the preceding year, we had a period of time (and at the present moment continues)                
when our salons were closed because of the coronavirus pandemic. 

Personally, I have always kept my hair length beneath my shoulders (with the exception              
of my younger years in the 1980s). I wish to recommend several tips for maintaining healthy                
hair and to accelerate hair growth for 2021. Many have been interested in this topic and I would                  
like to give some helpful hints from my personal experience. 

1. Consume plenty of Omega 3 and Omega 6 fatty acids. These are essential for              
nourishment with both the vascular and integumentary systems. Our vascular          
system is our heart and blood circulation. The integumentary system consists of            
the skin, hair, and nails. How we take care of our hearts is vital to how the rest of                   
our body survives. Our hair will flourish if we get plenty of nutrients through              
natural sources. Omega 6 primarily can be obtained by eating salmon, mackerel,            
and other fatty fish. To those who are vegan, Omega 3s can easily be sourced by                
consuming seaweed, hemp seed, walnuts, and flax seeds. 

2. Circulate the blood flow to the scalp. Indulge in a self massage on the scalp by                
using a deep pressure point compress via the fingertips to those specific areas.             
This also will relax your entire body and can be incorporated with meditation. One              
may (take care not to compromise any doctor’s advice as I am not a physician, but                
a beautician) also invert themselves in a head stand from the side of a sofa, bed, or                 
large chair (provided that you are physically comfortable with this position). If            
you have an inversion table, use it for no more than 5 minutes at a time twice per                  
day. Circulation is going to come natural with any cardiovascular exercise such as             
walking, yoga, or cycling. The more the blood flows to the scalp, the more swift               
the scalp hair will grow.  

3. Take vitamins for hair growth. There are formulas on the market for the             
integumentary system which mainly consist of biotin, saw palmetto, hydrolyzed          
collagen, Reishi Mushroom, flaxseed oil, and tocotrienols (potent source of          
vitamin E). Be wary of fillers that are in the supplements consumed. Combined             
with proper nutrition and exercises, the hair is capable of new growth. Ultimately,             
the new hair shall look more full, lustrous, and healthy. 

4. Wash every third day. Yes, I know. But my hair is so greasy? I won’t be clean?                 
The hair can still be wet, but do not shampoo as often. Shampoo strips the hair of                 
its natural oils. These oils are imperative to soften your hair, especially when             
brushing upon waking. The sebaceous glands produce these oils and they           
distribute throughout the shafts and allow the crown to become more rich with             
natural glow and texture. Defy the “greasiness” with a dry shampoo or dry             
shampoo powder. I personally use Bumble and Bumble “Pret Powder”. This will            
allow the style to have more body between shampoos. 

5. Use an apple cider vinegar spray. Use one part water to six parts apple cider               
vinegar. Spray this concoction on the hair after wetting, leave on for about 3              
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minutes, and rinse well. Alternatively, use as a final rinse after a shampoo and              
conditioner. ACV (apple cider vinegar) is a gift from the Goddess. This liquid             
miracle will balance the alkalinity of your hair and pull down the pH a notch in                
order to give it life. Living in an area where the water is “hard” (high alkalinity)                
will yield a dull and rough texture to the hair. On the other hand, “soft” (more                
acidic) water systems give rise to      
soften hair with more bounce and      
shine. The ACV mixture will help      
along the way. It is antimicrobial,      
clarifies, and balances. 

6. Use a rich conditioner. I could name       
several. My all time favorite on the       
professional market is “It’s a 10”      
Miracle Mask. I love using after a       
good clarifying shampoo like “Bumble     
and Bumble Sunday Shampoo”.    
Brands can be mixed, but do your       
research based on your own     
uniqueness that comes from the hair      
type. Often hair care companies will      
have a quiz that allows others to find        
what best suits their needs. About      
once a week, leave the conditioner in       
the hair for about 15 minutes. The       
shafts and ends will absorb the      
moisture and treatment from the     
product, therefore lending a more     
healthy result. Save some money from the vending machine and invest in a             
professional, rich conditioner to enhance dry split ends. 

7. Stop smoking and consuming nicotine based products. Nicotine is highly addictive           
and I understand the habit is hard to break. But I know that it inhibits our hearts                 
from properly pumping blood; our lungs from receiving oxygen; and slows down            
any healing process. In essence, hair growth and condition can be hindered and             
brittle, respectively. The body will reward the mind if we break this habit should it               
be a personal vice. If breaking this cycle is a goal, always do your best one day at                  
a time.  

These are a simple few tips to help with hair growth. Trimming the hair is actually a                 
myth, but I advise to be on the lookout for split ends. If the hair is properly cleansed; the body                    
exercised; and the diet is healthy so will the hair growth factor in a beautiful, lush result. Also                  
remember not to brush the hair while it is wet. Simply use a very wide tip comb or pick to run                     
through the hair while treating it with conditioner. Otherwise, the wet hair could break if using                
a full hairbrush while bathing. The year is new, and finding the style that is individual to each                  
of us is the sensible, realistic resolution that we can give back to ourselves. 
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Bio: Rev. Corri Boyett holds a manicurist license from the Tennessee State Board of              
Cosmetology. She is a graduate of Arnold’s Beauty School in Milan, TN. She also holds a                
Bachelor’s Degree in Human Environmental Sciences with concentrations in both Fashion           
Marketing and Interior Design from The University of Tennessee. Rev Corri worked as a              
manicurist/pedicurist with Olympus Hair Salon and 4 years with Merle Norman Cosmetics            
while in school at UT. She has spent 23 years in cosmetics sales as both a makeup artist and                   
business manager for Macy’s. During her tenure with Macy’s, she represented three different             
vendors as a counter manager, makeup artist, and beauty advisor. She collectively worked for              
Christian Dior, Lancome, and Clinique during her time with the company. She has been              
freelancing with some limitations due to the coronavirus pandemic. Rev. Corri is always open              
to answer questions for any beauty inquiries by anyone according to what makes them feel their                
best. 

HEALTH - HEART HEALTH 
by Rev Pamela Maxwell Griffith HP 

 
February is Heart Health month. So, let’s look at those hearts!! 

Since Covid-19 we have been putting on a lot of extra work on our hearts. The stress of working                   
or not, working from home or in public, home         
schooling (glad mine are grown) or hybrid of that         
and now let’s add that all those family holidays         
that we didn’t get to share, and the stress related          
to that and just the stress of it all!! 

Now if you are like a lot of people you picked up            
a few pounds so let’s just add that to the mix and            
yeah, we kinda need to take a really hard look at           
our hearts. 

So it’s still a little cold up north but you could           
stand a few minutes walking. Maybe take the        
stairs instead of the elevator. Even just a small workout at home can have great benefits. 

Getting up and just moving is great for your circulation. Even at the office getting up at least                  
once every half hour can improve your thinking and refresh your mind. Just a quick stroll                
around the office or out to the water cooler. 

Let’s switch up the water for that soda or second cup of coffee, except on Mondays then you                  
need at least two cups!! Instead of chips, how about some fresh fruit or veggies. 
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Now we need to destress. Start by just releasing all that pent up stress. Mediate, ground and                 
center, yoga or a nice bubble bath. Whatever it takes to wash off the day’s stress. Your spiritual                  
path begs you to destress. Sometimes just a walk with the Goddess will do, others may need a                  
full-blown therapy session with the Goddess, God, Guardian Angel and spirit guide. Then set it               
up and do it.  

This is about you and your health. Don’t take it for granted that you can handle this. Seek                  
medical and mental attention if you need to.  

Make sure your heart is in good shape and your mental health is taken care of. As a Tradition                   
we are family, and nothing is sadder than losing family before their time. So, from all of us to                   
all of you TAKE CARE OF YOURSELF. 

 

MENTAL HEALTH- SELF-INJURY 
By Rev Pamela Maxwell-Griffith, B.S. Psych 

Text HOME to 741741  

This month is Self-Injury awareness month.  

Self-harm is any injury a person commits on themselves. It can be the classic cutting but can                 
extend to scratching, burning, hitting, or even pulling out your hair. 

Self-harm cause is as varied as the injuries that are done. Depression, feeling numb, trying to                
find control, and trying to punish them       
for anything they feel they’ve done      
wrong.  

The main issue here is that the person is         
hurting and needs professional help.     
Normally we think of this as a teenage        
issue, but it can happen at all ages.        
Sometimes it can be a symptom of       
overwhelming emotions and the only     
way a person can think of helping       
themselves when life presents itself as      
too much to handle. 

 

The main focus is to get the person help         
they need. Some of the symptoms can       
include scaring, recent injuries,    

questioning their personal identity, issues with interpersonal relationships, and may more. 
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If you are suffering please call and get help if you see the symptoms with someone else and                  
offer to get them help. This can be helped with proper profession guidance. 

  

Eating disorders 

The National Eating Disorders Association (NEDA) offers a helpline (800-931-2237) 

Again, this is a disorder that we associate with young people, mainly young women but this                
disorder can strike anyone male or female. Many famous people have suffered with this              
disorder. Karen Carpenter is probably one of the most famous but celebrities from Paula Abdul               
to Russell Brand have suffered with the disorder. 

This order covers a wide variety of symptoms from the not eating to binging to overeating and                 
stress eating. 

Symptoms again run the gamut of barely noticeable death. Obviously, the stress on the body can                
lead to other symptoms as well as to death. This is a very serious disorder and one that needs                   
professional help. 

If you or anyone you know suffers from this disorder, please get help as soon as possible. This                  
can be a life-or-death disorder. Take it seriously.  

And as will all mental health issues please get the help you need. Even if you must ask a friend                    
to hold your hand. Make that call, go to that appointment. 

Live the most blessed life that the Goddess has planned for you by taking care of yourself and                  
loving who you are. 

MIND AND SPIRIT: MAKE THAT COSMIC CONNECTION 
By Rev. Ser Chad Blackman 

Make that cosmic connection is the theme of this month’s article. When we             
invoke a connection to the Divine and the cosmos, we are making connections             
to ourselves and everyone around us. I recently went through some dramatic            
events. These events seemed like I was a victim in the circumstance but once I               
reflected after some separation it appeared that I had some growing to do.             
Maybe a barrier to rid myself of in past events of my life. Once that barrier                
was broken, I realized my part in things and took responsibility and moved             
forward with being my true self. I reached out to Goddess/God and asked for              

guidance as this was a new realm for me to grow. It is those connections which can make us                   
more lightened in our daily life and fulfill us in ways we never realized. We as clergy and                  
wiccans/pagans alike know that energy work is a crucial part of our life. It is without those                 
connections that we will wilt and not produce the good fruit of spirit. Reach out today my                 
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family and make that cosmic connection. Embrace all that is good and leave the strife and hate                 
behind. I know life has been hard this last year. We all have suffered to some degree or another.                   
Many have been lost but their lives can be held in great regard that we are resilient and we can                    
persevere in our pursuits to be better people. Until next time, I bless you brothers and sisters.                 
May the Peace of God and Goddess be with you always!! 

CALENDAR: FEBRUARY 
(All times listed are Eastern US Time) 
 
“Late February days; and now, at last, might you have thought that winter’s woe was               
past; so fair the sky was and so soft the air.” – William Morris 
 

 
If you have any Correllian events that we should add, please contact us at              
CorrellianTimes@gmail.com. 
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Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 

 Imbolc 
Chancellor Chat 
9 pm 

Groundhog Day   Correllian 
Casual Friday 9 
pm 
 

 

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
 Chancellor Chat 

9 pm 
World Walker 
Meeting 2 pm 

 New Moon Feast of Eros 
7pm 
Correllian 
Casual Friday 9 
pm 

 

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
Valentine’s Day 
 

Chancellor Chat 
9 pm 

Mardi Gras   Correllian 
Casual Friday 9 
pm 

 

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
 Chancellor Chat 

9 pm 
Global Rolling 
Peace Prayer  
9 pm 

   Correllian 
Casual Friday 9 
pm 

Full Moon 

28       
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BIRTHDAYS 

  
January 21st- February 17th- the Celtic Tree of Rowan- Thinker and Creator 

 
 Mylinda Whiteley February 1st 

Brian Rueff February 1st 
 

February 18th- March 17th- the Celtic Tree of Ash- Enchanter and Artist 
 
 

CORRELLIAN HELP DESK & FEATURED ORDERS 
This is a section on where to find info for the Correllian. Post links along with a brief                  
description of where to find the information. To submit your information, email us at              
CorrellianTimes@gmail.com. The Correllian Times does hold the policy that we publish at            
Editors’ discretion. 
 

 
 
At the Correllian Tradition’s official website, you can find a list of all the Tradition’s Temples,                
Proto-Temples, Shrines, Orders, and Study Groups by clicking on the “Groups” tab at the top of                
the homepage. Contains the Corr store to purchase badges for stoles, stoles and robes, etc. Also                
the place to find membership applications. www.correllian.weebly.com 
 

 
 
At Correllian Publishing, you can find a number of items relating to the Correllian Tradition.               
Pick one up for yourself or a gift for someone.  www.correllian-publishing.myshopify.com  
 

 
 
At Witchschool, you will find a variety of courses to take on a number of witchy subjects.                 
There are free courses and supporting courses for a low fee. Come and take a look and while                  
you’re there, earn your Priest/ess Degree! You’ll never know what you’ll find at             
www.witchschool.com 
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We have a wide variety of Facebook groups and Pages for Tradition members to participate in.  
 
SEA PRIESTESS PATH for the Spanish Speaking Community: This group serves as the             
waiting room for the Red Door - Sea Priestess path in Spanish. Announcements are made when                
the training begins. The cost for this course is $30. This fee goes to the Tradition. The current                  
cycle begins on February 1st, and is typically offered once per year. The teachings were               
translated into Spanish by Rt Rev Ayra Alsaret AP~ from Lady Stephanie’s book “The              
Untraining of the Sea Priestess.”  The head of this training is Rt Rev Ayra Alsaret AP~. 
 
Sea Priestess Path: This group is the Sea Priestess path in English. The teachings are also                
from Lady Stephanie’s book “The Untraining of the Sea Priestess.” It is from this group that                
the formal lesson cycle is announced. The next cycle will begin March 1st with a maximum of                 
10 students.  The head of this training is Rev Calypso Questell HP~. 
 
Sala de Espera - Chamanismo Correlliano: This group is the official waiting room for the               
Gold Door- Correllian Shaman in Spanish. Due to the pandemic the 2020 cycle was suspended.               
This course does also carry a fee of $30 payable to the Tradition. An announcement will be                 
made when the new cycle will resume. The head of this training is Rev Nesme Rhea HP.                 
These are the teachings of Lady Stephanie and include Cherokee Myths. 
 
Correllian Shaman Waiting Room: This group is the official waiting room for the Purple              
Door - Correllian Shaman in English. For more information on the next cycle, feel free to join                 
this group. The current fees are listed in the group. These are the teachings of Lady Stephanie                 
and include Cherokee Myths.  The head of this training is Rt Rev Lily Green AP. 

 
Order of Herbal Studies: The head of this order is Rev Dawn Allen. The              
Order of Herbal Studies works with herbs and related plants in traditional ways             
for cultural, magical, and medicinal purposes. This Order can be found on            
Facebook with the name. 
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The Correllian Nativist Tradition is currently conducting a tradition-wide census of our 
chartered bodies.  Please see the Elder’s News Section for more details. 

CORRELLIAN GROUPS 

 
If anyone would like to include a brief advert for their Correllian groups, send it to                
CorrellianTimes@gmail.com.  

 
 
Join Rev. Don Lewis for Chancellor’s Chat, Monday nights at          
9 PM Eastern! You never know what we might end up talking            
about - magic and ritual, theology, history, art, social issues,          
etc but it’s always interesting. 

 
www.facebook.com/groups/CompassionLeagueTemple. Compassion League   
Temple was recognized 25 May, year 12 Aquarius and formalized September,           
year 13 Aquarius. They mentor First, Second and Third Degree students across            
the country through their Temple and WitchSchool. Headed by Rt. Rev. Ser.            
Angela Munn, AP.  

 
 
www.facebook.com/mysticalrainbowtemple Mystical Rainbow Temple was     
chartered 13 May, year 18 Aquarius and formalized 19 April 20 Aquarius            
specifically that gives LGBTQ a pagan home on the internet. Temple Head: Rev.             
David K. Fortney Jr. HP~. 

 
www.facebook.com/ourladyofthehealingfields Our Lady of the Healing Fields       
Proto-Temple was chartered 5 January, year 16 Aquarius. Located in Michigan,           
they conduct family friendly rituals and participate in the Krystel Cavaliers           
scouting. Headed by Rev. Ser. Stacey Blair under the imperium of RT. Rev. Ser.              
Angela Munn AP. 

 
Correllian Order of Artificers is an Order for those that make or handle             
Correllian Regalia, Symbols, and Sigils in many ways, shapes, forms, and           
mediums, as well as other crafts. 
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Correllian Order of Hursini is an Order that focuses on the historical,            
educational and medicinal aspects of cannabis, while also learning different ways           
cannabis can be used for magickal purposes as well as spiritual growth. 
 

 
Correllian Order of Photographers and Videographers provides a place for          
those interested in learning about and honing their skills of videography and            
photography to share their work. This is a great place for individuals to learn how               
to better utilize their skills or improve them with respect to lighting vs. shadows,              
saturation, aperture, angle, subject background/foreground, the Rule of Thirds as          
well as editing and alteration of photos and video. Join us if you would like to                

learn more!  
 

CORRELLIAN ADVERTISING 
Advertising can be done for a price of $12 a month for a 1-inch by 2-inch                
section. If you would like to submit an ad, please contact us for information.              
CorrellianTimes@gmail.com. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Customized Sigils: Round $5, Square $7. Contact Salena Murdock at          
murdocksam1@yahoo.com.  
 
 

THE GIVERS ZONE 
The Correllian Nativist Tradition welcomes your financial       
support!! Your willingness to help in this effort is much          
appreciated. Your gift, no matter how small will make a          
difference and provide essential support to the Tradition. Givers         
understand the benefits gained by both the Giver and receiver.          
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Have a question, contact: Rt. Rev. Ser. Mike Neal AP at           
CNTFundRaisingOffice@earthlink.net.  
 

WITCHY WISDOM 
by Rev. Silas Mimir HP ~ 

“Love and Compassion are necessities, not luxuries. Without them humanity cannot survive.” –             
Dalai Lama 

In the past issues, we have talked about loving yourself and having compassion for              
others. As stated by the Dalai Lama, these are basic requirements for our species to survive.                
Everyone desires to be loved in one form or another. The search for love can sometimes seem                 
daunting and endless. I’m a libra, and typical libras are usually always in romantic              
relationships. This seemed to be true to me for a lot of my life. Then something happened, and                  
I wasn’t. I remained single for multiple years. I spent many of these years wondering if there                 
was something was wrong with me, or why nobody wanted me. Well, the fact of the matter is                  
that at that time in my life, I didn’t even want me. I learned. I grew. I loved myself. I made                     
big world domination goals (not taking over the world of course). That is when he appeared in                 
my life. The man that would sweep me off my feet. I could say that it’s all been peachy, but                    
then there was a pandemic that interrupted things. All the pandemic has done though is delay                
things. But we constantly nurture our relationship each day. Yes we currently live on different               
continents, but this will change in the near future. The point of this story is to never give up                   
hope. Love will find you when you least expect it. And it will knock you off your feet! Also                   
when shared between people that genuinely love themselves, and each other, it is something              
most beautiful to behold, and should be shouted from a mountaintop. 

 

FEBRUARY CORRESPONDENCES 
 
STONE: Amethyst, Onyx 
ANIMAL: Otter, Wolf 
FLOWER: Violet, Iris, Primrose 
RULING PLANET: Uranus 
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CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE EDITORS 
 
Our readers are always welcome to write to the Editors. To do so, please email your                
correspondence to: CorrellianTimes@gmail.com 
 
TEMPLE SPOTLIGHT- ALL THINGS TEMPLE ARCERE 
by Lady Shannon Couture, HPS 
 
Temple Arcere started as an idea. This idea was along the lines of having a place of eclectic                  
background that supports equality among Pagans. This Temple at its core remains in support of               
Authenticity and Integration. Spirituality is the key to accomplishing these goals. Spirituality is             
the part of our lives we always valued the least, to the detriment of our very existence. Ignoring                  
your Spiritual side is like ignoring that instinctual call back to honoring Earth, and becoming               
one people once again. We here in the Temple believe that we are all one species. One people,                  
on our ONE Earth. 
 
Temple Arcere was named after the Latin verb “arcēre” and carries the meanings of; to ward,                
keep close, and protect. We uphold this definition by making sure our members are a good fit                 
for our family dynamic structure. Which means we keep them close, protect them as a cohesive                
part of the larger community and also provide a safe space to realize their full potential this                 
lifetime offers. 

 
A bit of an explanation is in order for our sigil, the meaning             
is extremely significant to the overarching meaning and        
goals set for Temple Arcere itself. The outer purple arrows          
are a variation of the Chaos Symbol; a Universal symbol of           
creation of new and unorthodox methods, the eight arrows         
representing all possibilities and directions. The purple       
color carries the meanings of ancient wisdom, spirituality,        
hidden knowledge, divination, expansion, and recognition.      
The white occurring in the overall design represents; Spirit,         
but also enlightenment and truth seeking. 
 
The two opposing pentacles, referred to as the Hyperstar,         

are made with one upright pentacle and one downward pentacle, sometimes called a decagram.              
The upright pentacle resembles the male anatomy, this is symbolic of the right hand path. An                
approach to knowledge that is active, interactive and participatory. The right hand path is              
outside the Self and about service. We could say that the right hand path is more about the body                   
and using it to do your good deeds. The earth-bound pointing star representing the female               
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anatomy, this is the symbol of the left hand path which is about the self, its development, and                  
the mind. Most of the work you do on the left hand path will be in your head.  
 
The colors of the upright pentacle represent the elements, Spirit: White, Earth: Green, Water:              
Blue, Air: Yellow, Fire: Red and Possibility/Neutrality: Gray. Brown in the background of the              
Hyperstar as a whole, acts as a balancing color, balancing out the gray thus representing               
learning/studying. 
 
This Temple was made for people that want to understand and want to learn more about what                 
Paganism is in all aspects, the positive and the negative. The history, its truths and the multitude                 
of beliefs that includes. We are structured to be a place where there is always something new to                  
explore and experience, whether that be in person or online. 
 
This Temple follows the Eclectic Pagan way of life. This is the place for the beginner and the                  
elder to call home. Equal ground, equal terms, no right or wrong way. This is a safe haven for                   
all who wish to call themselves Pagan. As such an Eclectic path we look for members that                 
support ALL paths as long as the practitioner is serious about embarking on their path as a way                  
of life, nothing more, nothing less. We wish for our members to be serious about these goals as                  
much as we are about them. 
 
 
HOLIDAY OF THE MONTH - BLACK HISTORY MONTH 
by Rev. Ser Eboni Nash 

 
"At the Intersection of BLM &      
Correllianism" 
 
The previous year has shown the      
immense strides that still need to be       
taken in our society, as the unrest       
continues long after the trending     
headlines cease in their intensity. Yet in       
the midst of it all, the Correllian       
Tradition remains progressive in the     
journey towards truth, peace, and     
reconciliation. 
 

Our great tradition proved this more than once in the past year, exhibiting love, compassion,               
and recognition of Correllians of color. Being African-American or BIPOC & being proud of              
that heritage and culture is an embraceable and cherishable moment, not a fulfillment of a               
requirement or professional duty. It is who we are as Correllians to validate the existence of all                 
human beings, regardless of what they look like or perceived to look like. Our vibrant spiritual                
and racial diversity sets the bar for the pagan community, as this tradition is a safe place to be                   
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truly authentic to who we are, leaving all pre-conditioned notions behind. Many have claimed              
to hear us, see us, and love us. The Correllian Tradition actually does and does so                
unapologetically. 
 
To forget the suffering, despair, and invalidation of black Americans and Correllians is to forget               
those who follow in a legacy of strong ancestral ties to the fight for freedom and recognition as                  
valuable human life. One cannot erase it or pacify it with platitudes of love and light. Action,                 
change, and commitment are key to the dismantling of the social status quo. The Correllian               
Nativist Church has provided the template. May the Ancestors continue to show us the way. So                
Mote It be! 
 
 

 
 
 
NOTICE: All content within these pages belongs to the Correllian Times and/or it’s             
Editors. Permission must be granted before being duplicated. Submissions are printed at            
Editors’ discretion.  
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